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Address Spire Corporation
Patriots Park 1 
Bedford, MA 01730-2396 

Country USA

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Spire Corporation is a leading global solar company providing turnkey solar module, cell and thin film factories and solutions as well as individual
capital manufacturing equipment to feed the rapid expansion in the market worldwide. For over 30 years, Spire’s turnkey factory solutions have been
comprehensive and allowed new and experienced customers to rapidly enter and ramp to full production without concern for start up or ramp
difficulties. Applying its expertise in materials technologies across all product lines, Spire has a rich heritage of utilizing science and research to
develop leading edge products that generate renewable energy and deliver advanced solutions to businesses around the world. Spire offers a
comprehensive package that ensures success in Photovoltaics. The Turnkey Approach includes state-of-the art equipment and key technical advice
that ensures the workforce is expertly trained and the final products pass the rigorous certification process. In addition, Spire provides finished designs
– including facility planning and layout, factory automation, and module design services – and complete material and vendor lists. Spire also passes on
the critical embedded process knowledge that allows you to produce products of the highest quality and sell into the most lucrative markets. Spire’s
experience is based in years of active research and includes expertise in module production solutions for crystalline and thin film modules, solar cell
production, and production of concentrator cells at our own Gallium Arsenide foundry. We invite you to discover why over 90% of solar manufacturing
companies include Spire equipment and expertise in their turnkey solar production lines.
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